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The 

by the 

topiC of this paper is the image of blacks as 
~~t~ 

white press specifically in Champaign-Urbana, 
,A 

portrayed 

Illinois. 

The scope is basically how the newspapers of this town portray 

or stereotype blacks as a specific ethnic group in America. I 

intend to show the changes in the viewpoints that the press had 

of blacks over a 63 year period. The methodology I employed 

involved searchin through several newspapers from the Champalgn-

Urbana Rrea intermittently from 1925 to 1988. The newspapers I 

used are as follows; Champaign News Gazette, Urbana Daily 

Courier, 
.--~.~------- The Daily Illini, .- -'.'- .. __ .... _- Illinois Times and the Plain Truth. 

The Champaign News Gazette, Urbana Daily Courier and The Daily 

Illini are papers that were owned by and employed whites as 

opposed to the Illinois Times and Plain Truth which were papers 

run by the blacks in this community. In using papers of the 

white and black persuasion, I was able to compare and contrast 

the views held by both parties of blacks. 

For each newspaper. with the exception of The Daily Jllini, 

Illinois Times and the Plain Truth, I looked at 1925(pre-war & 

pre-depression era). 1968-69 and 1988. I decided to use a 67 

year period in which to compare my material so that I would have 

a broad framework as a reference thereby enabling me to see how 

perspectives changed more effectively than I could if I had used 

a more narrow reference. In outlining my paper, I decided to 

summarize 1925, 1968-69 and 1988 respectively then I will 

compare/contrast the years used then I will draw conclusions 

based upon the material I found and ultimately summarize my 

findings. 

1925. Nineteen hundred twentyfive on average was a stable 
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for America. not too much was happening. When looking at 

the press in 1925 in terms of articles on blacks, it was 

interesting to find that first of all there weren't too many 

articles to begin with and second the articles that I did find 

portrayed blacks j.n a negative manner, relative to today. The 

two articles that I will use sound basically the same. One 

article that used was taken from the February 2, 1988 

Champaign News Gazette and it was tltled,"Hang Negro For Woman's 

The second article came from the January 6. 1925 Urbana 

DB-ily Courier and was titlecl1HNegro Cause of Panic In Two 

Hospitals". All the articles I found on blacks or "negroes" in 

1925 came from these two papers. When [ looked through The 

Daily 1111ni I couldn't find any articles and the Illinois Times 

and the Plain Truth had not been established yet. The first 

article titled,"Hang Negro For Woman's Death", was basically 

about a man or "negro" who was hung for killing a woman three 

years prlor to his hanging. The second article was basically 

about a negro who just appeared in two different hospitals 

(Robert Burns & Garfield Park) and terrorized patients and used 

his shoes as weapons and escaped with three watches. The 

article also states how "scores of police and citizens organized 

posses and made a systematic search hunt for the negro". First, 

these articles share a common theme which is negroes committing 

crimes. Not only do these people seem to commit crimed but 

they are commonly referred to as "negroes". The problem with 

the theme of these articles is obvious. Blacks in the 1920's 

weren't considered important enough to write about. Second if 

they were mentioned in the paper, they were committing crimes. 

This type of action led to the reinforcement of negative 
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attitudes towards blacks or "negeoes" as it was commonly used at 

this point in time. As for the term negro, that is just a sign 

of the times. Negro stems from the word Negroid which is 

defined as: of or pertaining to or designating a major ethnic 

division of the human species whose members are characterized by 

brown to black pigmentation and often by tight curled hairm 

broad noses and thick lips (879:The American Heritage 

Dictionary). Even though it may appear that an empirical 

definition of Negro/Negroid may justify being labeled as one, 

alot of blacks don't really like being called "negro" just 

because it reminds them of the past and all the evils associated 

with it. When reading through the newspapers in order to find 

articles on blacks. I found a myriad of articles that didn't 

pertain La blacks. Strangely enough though the articles that 

weren't about blacks didn't state the ethnicity of the group 

t.hey were about but somehow one I(nows that they were about 

whites or should I say Caucasians. It is obvious that the 

articles about negroes had to stand out just because there were 

so few among an innumerable amount of articles not pertaining to 

blacks. 

Nineteen hundred sixtyeight and sixtynine was a 

time of radical change. The white papers started to realize the 

importance of black issues. negroes were more commonly referred 

to as "blacks" and blacks gained power in the press with the 

establishment of their own newspapers. Two newspapers runned by 

blacks were established. One was titled Illinois Times 

(established in 1949) and the Plain Truth (established in 1967). 

The first paper was the conservative paper and the latter was 



the liberal paper of the times. The 60's were a time of 

political and social unrest. The death of Martin Luther King 

Jr. and the liberation of blacks fed the fires of racial 

prejudice that disrupted many black lives allover the country. 

For example, while thumbing through the January 15, 1969 Daily 

IllinL I found an article entitled, "Black Incidents". The 

article was basically about a fraternity man who felt as though 

he should express his feelings about the way blacks acted on the 

University of Illinois campus because he was sure others shared 

his feelings. He cited several incidents in which blacks 

apparently ousted other students (white students) from various 

facilities (i.e. snack bars and gymnasiums) in order to satisfy 

their own desires. The interesting thing about this article was 

the fact that I found it due to a rebuttal written in reply to 

it first. The rebuttal was printed in the February 1969 edition 

of the Plain Truth. The rebuttal was basically a black student, 

obviously upset by the article, expression of outrage/anger. 

The rebuttal attacked the person and the problem asking, "Are 

you ever going to stop lying so much through those gapped teeth 

of yours.", and stating,"Look a here, gone is the negative 

mannerisms of the blacks that you have been used to seeing in 

the past .... This article is evidence of one of the first few 

times that blacks were given the opportunity to defend 

themselves through writing. Years prior to that incident, 

blacks wouldn't have been able to defend themselves publicly. 

So, in a way. this goes to show that blacks were slowly moving 

away from the limitations from the past. 



While looking through the Illinois Times, I made a major 

discovery which was, while reading it I felt so relaxed. It was 

as if I had entered another dimension, almost like a fourth 

dimension, where life as a Black American was wonderful. It was 

as 1£ black life mattered and was considered a relevant part of 

american society. The Illinois Times attempted to publicize 

black's accomplishments. The topicS of discourse in this paper 

were black men and women as lole models for black youths and 

other peers. Two articles that I found. for example, were about 

the positive aspects of the lives of two black men. One article 

from the February 10, 1969 1111noia Times was simply titled, 

"Candidate". It was about Marshall Britt, a man from Champaign. 

Illinois who was running for committeeman in the first precinct. 

He told how he planned to represent all citizens of the precinct 

regardless of political contacts or religious affiliations. The 

next article. which came from the same newspaper was about a man 

named Charles E. Phillips. This articlH basically discussed his 

accomplishments. a souple of which are: founder and President of 

the Negro Business League and he was State Chairman of the 

Republican Party in Illinos through two national campaigns. 

Overall it seems as though the Illinois Times is a paper that 

attempts to show that the secret of black's success is strong 

organization through vision and thought. 

The next newspaper I looked at was the Champaign News 

Gazette. While thumbing through this paper, I found an article 

from an April 1969 edition entitled, "Plan Black Homecoming For 

Thursday.". The title speaks for itself. It was nice to see 

something of a positive idea on blacks in the newspaper. This 

article is one of the few that I found that didn't deal with 
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poli tical. social or the economic unrest between blacks and 

whltes. It's not even as if this typw of article is extremely 

important-importance usually being associated with political or 

economic topics-it's just an article showing how blacks are 

starting to climb the social ladder of success and it shows how 

white owned newspapers are starting to pay attention to things 

important to the black community. 

~ineteen hundred eighty-eight is a year of 

incredible change. Blacks are no longer referred to as negro. il 

They 'lre now referred to as "black" or "Afro-american". This 

year a black man was a candidate for the president of the United 

States of America. If that doesn't speak for itself, then I 

don't know what does. Even though a black man did run for 

Presidfmt of the United States and there are a large number of 
"I 

black men in business and politics, blacks still have a long way '" 

il 

to go. Blacks have been given rights in the U.S. that have 

enabled them to pull themselves up by the bootstraps but alot of 

the stereotypes/prejudice of the past still exist today. For 

example, even though more and more blacks are attending college, 

there is still alot of prejudice on college campuses. An 

article I found in "InPrint", The Daily Illinl magizine was 

titleel, "Racism: nationwide". The article was about specific 

racist incidences on various college campuses nationwiele. 

Accoreling to this article, racism is back in style on college 

campuses. There was also anel atricle in the November 9, 1988 

Daily Illini titleel, "Racism Cannot Be Taken Lightly", written 

by Monica Copelanel, a black stuelent at the University of 

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. This article is basicly about 

some fraternity men committed racist acts byn acting out 



clemEc'an ing ski t s (to blacks) to raise funds to have a pledge 
.J', 

class retreat. Thj.s jllst goes to show that some people are mean 

and o~hers are ignorant when it comes to sparing peoplets 
'I " 

feelings and when it comes to knowing what it's like to be black 

or Afro-american. Subjectively speaking, there is no way the 

members of Zeta Beta Tau fraternity couldn't see that their idea 

of fun and games was a derrogatory and resentful act. As proof 

of a sign of the times, the fraternity was under investjgation 

by the Committee on Student Organizations which eventually 

cleared the fraternity of racial char goes and sexual 

ciiscrimination. Years ago, if this has happened, I doubt very 

seriously that a white fraternity would have had charges brought 

against them because they offended some black students. The 

previous article can be looked at 1n two ways. One, it can be 

looked at as wh1tes committing racist acts against blacI,s or it 

could be looked at as an artj_cle written by a black student, a 

b.lgcli colle~ _s t l,I~len t . A black person who has been enabled by 

the amerlCf.-'l.l1 polt tical ancl social system to attend an 

.inst.itution of higher learning enabling her to ul lima tely 

compete with other people on a more professional level, a 

privl1eclge that blacks didn't have 100 years ago. 

Today's newspapers aren't just filled with racist ac~s 

tak1ng place on college campuses. they are also filled with 

positive accomplishments by blacks. In the March 2. 1980 
l., 

: , 8dttlon of the Champaign News Gazette. I found an article about 

two black women, the first was being honored as an "Outstanding 

Black Woman" and the second was a sorority member who was being 

honored as an "Outstancl1ng Youth". This article proves that 
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blacks "have come a long way in terms of how people feel and 

act towards them. Hopefully it's the beginning of something 

very big. 

The history of blacks in the United States hasn't been a 

good one. Blacks were 'sold out" by "their own kind' or other 

blacks for greedy and selfish reasons to whites who in turn 

brought them to america to be used as slaves. For 200 years 

blacks were violated, tortured, used and thought to be lower 

forms of life that served only one purpose which was to serve. 

It wasn't until the abolition of slavery by President Abraham 

Lincoln in 1865 that black's lives began to change. Although 

the change for the better wasn't immediate. the abolition of 

slavery set the wheels in motion that enabled blacks to get to 

where they are today. Today blacks have the same rights arId 

priviledges as any other ethnic group in america. Blacks are 

still sterotyped just as many ether ethnic groups are but these 

ignorant/spiteful beliefs are minor disturbances in the lives of 

blacks when compared to how they used to be treated. Granted 

sterotypes. prejudice and discrimination should in no way be 

justified it helps to know that these feelings are remnants of 

past problems of a greater magnitude. 
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UI student. 
assaulted 
in·Urbana· 
by Julie Keller· 

A 2O-year-<>ld University student 
was the victim of a sexual assault in 
Urbana Monday night, an Urbana . 
Police report said. 
. According to the report, the stu
dent was riding her bicycle to her . 
boyfriend's residence between-8 
and 8:30 p.m. Monday when she 
was pulled off of her bicycle and . 
pushed to the ground by a man on 
the 100.block of North Mathews' 
Avenue. 

I Police Round-up 

The student reported the man 
then held her to the ground and fon
dledher. The student struggled 
with the man and was able to get on 
her bicycle and attempt to escape, 
the report said. . . - --

According to the report;the 'man 
caught the. student again several· 
blocks away and attacked her in an 
alley north of the 200 hlock of West 
Stoughton Street, Urbana. The man 
then sexually. assaulted the stu- . 
dent, -but no rape occurred, the re;
port said.' .' .... ..' . ..' 

The. student struggled with the 
man and was able to escape to her 
boyfriend's residence after hitting. 
the man with a u-shajled bicycle. 
lock, the report said. 

The. man was described as a 
black male in his 20s, 180 to 200 
pounds. with short ,iliack hair and' 
"scruffy" facial hair.- wearing dark 
work-pants, B_ crew-neck shirt and B_ 
zipper-style jacket. ". . 



.··R9cism···ca[u)ot·.·.beJa~~D .. lig 
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Semitlsm would be formed. '. .' ,we don't know~UrstorY .. : .... ~ ... 
.. :' Column B~t wh~t ~aWhppened fat the Vtniverakidty .· .', Let's take a test. When clidthe 

of WISCOnSIn. en_a raterm y _m es Mricans land in the"colonies? -Who 
'. Monica Copeland fun of the pain and suffering of black - the first black man to 'die in the Revoll' 

;:======:::;~--.:::-::--:-:~~-:;:-- Americans, where was the outcry? flonary War? Who chopped down th, 
Unhersity of . i Where was the public outrage? Where cherry tree? If you gotNo.·3 right yo' 

Wisconsin-Madison 1 were the political leaders and the_l1ews· __ probably got '~n _'.I~"- ~ Ameri!!~ hhl 
officials are mvestiR· j-paper editorials? - '. "- tory. ,._" . -, - ,', 

-gating a "slave auc~.-;- Why is slavery not givenlhe sameim- ' All Am_ericans need to know thE! 
tion" held by the i -parlance as the Holocaust or other his.: blacks and other minorities are a-part c 
Wisconsin chapter of . torical events? Does a body wrapped in t~is country too. -<, ,_:,_ 
the Zeta Beta Tau black skin have less value? That's what The first Africans landed in Americ' 
-fr a te-rn i t-y; The society always seeqts to be telling me. Jtine_20, 1619, in Jamestown;·Va.,_8 yea! 

. members. We dismiss slavery- as something that before the Pilgrims landed a. t PlYT.l.10utl 
'black Afro·style wigs and i happened in the past. It's over and done Rock, Crispus Attucks, a black man, wa 

makeup mimicked the Jack'i with. We don't have to talk about it any one of the first fatalities of the Revoll 
Another member dressed' as I more. Ha, ha, ha. No hard feelings. guys. . t.ionary . War. Black_ servicemen fougt! 

talk·-.show hos.t Op'rah Winfrey w~s . Neither 'black nor white Americans against racist enemies in World War 1 
beaten to the' cries of "bitch, bitch." Af- are able tadeal withslavery.lthits us too while serving in- a -segr.egated-arrn~l! 
te'r these skits the aCtors/slaves were au- close -to home. Millions of people_ V'ere Countless others have made contrihl 

· ctioned off to the highest bidder. _ .' stoleilfrom their homeland and enslaved tions to American C .. U.I.tu.re.and so.cietl
l The""iraternity's president issued_ a'. -in this country. Proud people that had Where are their names-'jn.my pislor 

, statement that said:-"On Oct. 20. the cur- great Civilizations when Europe was still book? - -. ' . - I 
· rent ZBT pledge class held a pledge auc- in the'Dark Ages were treated like '. H;st~ry tells u~ that our families ar 
· Hon to -raise money for a pledge class animals. - - falling apar·t. Ow' story tells us of oUI' 
-~eiC:' and the skits "were not meant· AfriCa's most valuable resource was strong tradition of extended-famil)1 
m.aracjstmannerandwerecertamlynot taken, ,Not the weak or the old, but the, . Blacks dO'not have the same famil 

'jiitended to be offensi.\'a " .' . '. .'--:' . young and strong. The labor of young structure. as whites because we came oul 
," -~nmafhe skits racist; _offensive-and an ": Afric~ns was used to build up the.Ainer~ ~_,. of it differen~ experien~e-. The aucHo] 

outrage. . .... . . icas, instead of Africa .. ';' ....• . block separated children from their P': 
· ", -What makes' this offensive, racist .and ',The bodies of millions of AfricanSwho 'rents and men and women, from theii 
" Qutrageous action even more outrageous were thrown overboard so they would not spouses. Slayes -creat~d familieg.:....,.plaj 
·1sthat the fraternity doesn't evenrecog· infect the cargo are on the bottom of the cousins, llunts, uncles-and most impoll 
; niXe it as racist" >.. .' .... ' . Atlantic Ocean. Countless numbers Were . tantly our chUrches; That's.howwe sUII 

'. Some reports say that this ftat~rnity, lyncbeq. during and after slavery, and '~" vived, and just because it's not Utrad: 
· .which has'se-veral Jewishmembers.:was isolated. reports continue-toqay. ' ~:-;- -- -tiomil"- does not make it-_"inferior, jui 
.' the victim of anti·Semitic slurs last year. " Slavery was not one of the more glo·-· different. .'. ...• .'. ' .:. I 

1 wonder if they would considerit "offen· rious pages in our country's history. We All of us need to learn and respect thO 
sive" if a fraternity that had mostly' 'try to fcirget it, Or, inZBT's case, belittle . history and cilltUreoi otfiers. Weneed'ti 
black members raised money by having it. '_.' '\.' ...... .... kDow all of oUr historle8-'black; white 

· a "Gas a Jew Night" or if they had . ° 'History tells us ifblacks could !earn to' American Indi~n,.Chinese, Japanesi 
,"Spanish Inquisition Night-Torture a' ,be white we wouldn't have any problems. ',and Jewish) because all of these group] 
Jew for $5.',' . ,'. . . ',," We haveto-believ:e '~his story" because make up our country. ! 

. I ·think they would be offended, and ' . . . , When we know'who we are,we'] 
'. rightly so. As a matter of fact, all decent stand up and say we will not be sileri 

human beings should be offended and c when these types of racial incidents han 
-. upset. ' . '. pen on our college campuses. Wh~ri w! 
.' . The Holocaust was 'anatrocity~ Mil, know who we are we'll stand up just lik 

lions of human beings suffered and died. Rosa Parks did and say we aren't goin 
The memory of that tragic event should to sit in the back of the bus anymore. 
be respected and the pain inflicted upon And not just black students will stan 
Jewish people should never be forgotten, up and tell the administrators at the Un! 

· demeaned, belittled, understated odam- versity of Wisconsin and here thatthes! 
pooned. . ' " types of incidents will not be allowed, b; 

· ,On the front page of newspapers there " concerned whites, Hispanics Jewsan 
.would be stories about the virulent anti- others will stand up too.. '; 
Semitism gripping college blacks. Polio An~ when v.:e ~tand'up and say we'r 
heal leaders would call for action. not gomg to Sit In the back of the bu 
Maybe there would be protests, or in-. anymore;we'll find out then, are plent 
terracial groups to deatwith anti· of .' in thefron!. , .. 
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